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Frankl and Fu redi conjectured that given a family F of subsets of [n] such that
1|E & F |k for all distinct E and F in F, we must have |F|ki=0 (
n&1
i ),
(1981, P. Frankl and Z. Fu redi, Collog. Math. Soc. Ja nos Bolyai 37, 305320). The
first proof of this result was given by G. V. Ramanan in (1997, J. Combin. Ser. A
79, 5367). In this note, we present a proof which is a modification of an approach
to this problem by H. Snevily (1994, J. Combin. Ser. A. 68, 232238) and like
Snevily’s, is based on the technique of N. Alon, L. Babai, and H. Suzuki (1991,
J. Combin. Theory Ser. A 58, 165180).  1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
The FranklFu redi conjecture is one of a class of theorems which give
upper bounds on a family of subsets of [n], given restrictions on the inter-
section sizes of its members. Before discussing a few of these results, we
define some terms. (See [3] for an excellent discussion on such results.)
Definition. Given a set S of integers, a family F of subsets of [n]
is said to be S-intersecting if |E & F | # S for all distinct E and F in F.
A family is uniform if all the members have the same size. A family is
k-uniform if all sets are of size k.
One of the first results in this area is due to Ray-Chaudhuri and Wilson
[6] (cf. [3]).
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Theorem 1 (Ray-ChaudhuryWilson). If S is a set of integers, an
S-intersecting k-uniform family F of subsets of [n] satisfies
|F|\ n|S|+,
where |S|k.
The following non-uniform version of the Ray-ChaudhuriWilson
theorem was proved by Frankl and Wilson in [5]. See also Chapter 5,
Section 5.4, of [3].
Theorem 2 (FranklWilson, 1981). If S is a set of integers, an
S-intersecting family F of subsets of [n] satisfies
|F| :
|S|
i=0 \
n
i + .
An extremely simple proof of the FranklWilson theorem, using multi-
linear polynomials (degree at most one in each variable) was given by
Babai in [2].
Alon, Babai and Suzuki [1] using the Blokhuis trick of adding extra
polynomials extended Babai’s proof to prove the Ray-ChaudhuriWilson
theorem.
The upper bound obtained in the FranklWilson theorem depends
purely on the size of S. Stronger bounds can be obtained if information
about the specific set S is also used. One attempt in this direction is the
following theorem conjectured by Frankl and Fu redi in 1981 [4], and
proved by G. Ramanan in 1997.
Theorem 3 (FranklFu redi Conjecture). Given a family F of subsets
of [n], such that 1|E & F |k for all distinct E and F in F, we must have
|F| :
k
i=0 \
n&1
i + .
The bound is best possible, as shown by the family of all subsets of size
at most k+1 and containing n. Frankl and Fu redi succeeded in verifying
their conjecture for n2k+2 and for n>100k2log(k+1).
In 1994, Snevily [8], using the techniques from [1], proved the follow-
ing theorem.
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Theorem 4. Let S be a set of positive integers, and F an S-intersecting
family of subsets of [n]. If the intersection of all members of F whose size
belongs to S is non-empty, then we have
|F| :
|S|
i=0 \
n&1
i + .
He conjectured that the theorem would remain valid without any restric-
tions on the set sizes in S, and proved this for sufficiently large n.
In 1997, G. V. Ramanan [7], using techniques employed by Palisse
in 1993 to prove Fisher’s inequality, succeeded in giving the first proof of
the FranklFu redi conjecture.
Our simple proof of the FranklFu redi conjecture, presented in the next
section, follows Snevily’s approach.
2. FRANKLFU REDI USING MULTILINEAR POLYNOMIALS
In this section, we will prove the FranklFu redi conjecture using the
techniques in [1]. A collection of multilinear polynomials is constructed
from the given family, and proved to be linearly independent. The polyno-
mials used in our proof are the same as in [1], together with ki=0 (
n&1
i&1 )
additional polynomials, all of which, we will prove, are linearly inde-
pendent.
Proof. For any set F, let /F denote its characteristic vector. Let x
denote the vector (x1 , ..., xn). For each set F # F, define
pF (x )= ‘
i<|F |
1ik
(/F } x&i).
Note that for sets E and F in the family F, pE (/F){0  EF. The poly-
nomials pF are not formally multilinear, but we will only be evaluating
them on [0, 1]n. Hence any positive power of a variable may be replaced
by the first power, thus converting pF into an equivalent multilinear poly-
nomial.
Let L be the family of subsets of [n] of size at most k which contain
n. Define for each L # L,
qL(x)= ‘
i # L
xi .
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We will now show that the polynomials in [pF | F # F] _ [qL | L # L]
are linearly independent.
Suppose that
:
E # F
:EpE+ :
H # L
;H qH=0
is a linear dependence relation among the pF ’s and qL ’s. We will prove that
the coefficients must be zero.
Claim 1. :F=0 if n  F.
Proof. Let F be a minimal set (in the sense of inclusion) in the family,
such that n  F and :F {0. Since n  F, qL(/F)=0, for all L. Let E{F be
a member of F. If E / F, then by minimality of F, :E=0. If E3 F,
then pE (/F)=0. Hence :EpE (/F)=0 for all E{F. So it follows that
:F pF (/F)=0, which implies that :F=0. K
Now restrict attention to the the subfamily of F consisting of sets which
contain n.
Claim 2. ;J={ 0&:J ( |J |&1)!
J  F,
J # F .
Proof. Let L be a minimal set in L for which the assertion is false.
Observe that pF (/L)=0 unless FL, in which case pF (/L)=(|F |&1)!. If
F / L, then the minimality of L implies that
:FpF (/L)+;FqF (/L)=:F ( |F |&1)!+;F=0.
Also qK (/L)=0 for all K # L such that K / L. If K / L and K  F, then by
minimality of L, ;K=0. So we are left with
;LqL(/L)={ 0&:LpL(/L)
L  F,
L # F.
Since qL(/L)=1, and pL(/L)=( |L|&1)!, this gives the required result. K
Claim 3. :F=0 if |F |>k.
Proof. Let F be a minimal set of size more than k with :F {0. Then for
any set E # F, :EpE (/F)=0 if |E|>k. If |E|k, then either E / F, in
which case pE (/F)=qE(/F)=0, or else
:EpE (/F)+;EqE (/F)=:E ( |E|&1)!+;E=0
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by Claim 2 above. If L # L and L  F, then ;L=0 by Claim 2. Hence
:F pF (/F)=0 which implies :F=0. K
Claim 4. :F=;F=0 for all F # F, |F |k.
Proof. Let F be a maximal set such that |F |k, and :F {0. Note that
:F and ;F are either both zero or both non-zero, by Claim 2. The
monomial term >i # F xi occurs only as qF in the linear dependence equa-
tion, and the monomials are linearly independent, so ;F is zero. This
implies :F is zero also. K
To complete the proof, simply note that the functions constructed are
multilinear polynomials of degree at most k, so that
|F|+ :
k&1
i=0 \
n&1
i + :
k
i=0 \
n
i+ ,
which implies
|F| :
k
i=0 \
n&1
i + . K
The proof technique in Snevily [8] is similar, but the extra polynomials
have a factor 1&xn in place of xn .
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